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Abstract: In the modern era, the state of the art approach for interaction with digital devices is replaced by the more natural form 

that is by using natural language speech commands. The natural language speech commands are recognized by the digital devices 

with the help of the speech recognition model. The presented paper gives an overview of two more popular speech recognition 

models employed in modern era digital devices. Moreover the presented paper also gives an overview of the implementation of 

different layers of the model on the popular Tensorflow platform.  This paper helps the beginner to understand the basics.  
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I. INTRODUCTION   

The definition of speech recognition according to award winning Macmillan Dictionary for advanced 

learner [1] is “a system where you speak to a computer to make it do things, for example instead of using a 

keyboard”. This definition is published in the year 2002 by Macmillan education and it is very true for the 

current era in which applications of speech recognition are rocking. Also Mr. Bill Gates, co-founder of 

Microsoft Corporation, in his book “The Road Ahead” [2] described speech recognition as one of the most 

important innovation. His company “Microsoft” [2] launched ‘window 10’ on July 15 which is based on the 

speech recognition framework [3]. ‘Window 10’ consists of personal digital assistance that communicates 

with users through speech. The name of this assistance is “ Crotona” [2]and it is based on speech 

recognition and synthesis. Besides “Google” launched “Google now” [5] and “Apple” launched “Apple 

Siri”  [5]digital assistant which  communicates with users through speech commands [3].  

All these modern era speech-based assistance are developed using different forms of artificial 

intelligence[6] and personalization and communicate with users through speech for performing the web 

search, entertainment, weather information, travel assistants, reminders,[5] etc. The development of 

“Google now”, “Apple Siri”, “Crotona” etc. is a complex task and involves various phases and complicated 

algorithms. However, for novel engineering applications, researchers and scientists developed much simple 

speech interaction based digital assistance that runs locally and performs specific tasks according to 

application. The simple speech interaction based digital assistance developed by researcher and scientists 

employ end to end speech recognition model [7] instead of traditional speech recognition model that is 

composed of acoustic model, language model and decoder,[3],[4] etc. In the presented paper an overview of 

the speech recognition model employed in modern era speech interaction based digital assistance is 

discussed. Also, the presented paper will focus on the Tensorflow platform [12] for implementing the 

modern era speech recognition model. 
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2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

2.1Method 

 

In the modern era, the trade of communication between human and non-human devices is replaced by a 

more natural form that is in the same way as the human communicates with each other. Nowadays it 

becomes fairly common that humans control intelligent appliance at their home, personal assistant build in 

their smartphone, or automatic dialogue systems [5] in the call center with the help of natural language 

speech as illustrate in figure1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1: Speech based interaction between user and smart home appliance in the form of block diagram 

In the modern era, the replacement of communication devices (keyboard, mouse, touch screen, etc.) with 

speech is possible with the introduction of advanced machine learning algorithms [8], and neural networks 

[5], etc. Moreover, the scientist and researchers developed many simple end to end speech recognition 

frameworks. Of course, the development of speech recognition framework for modern era speech 

interaction based digital assistance is not a simple process it involves various subsystems, for example, front 

end subsystem[4] and back end subsystem[4] as illustrated in figure 2. 

 

Fig.2: Modern era speech recognition process using RNN or CNN 

As illustrated in figure 2 speech recognition process in modern era speech interaction base digital assistance  

begins with capturing human speech with the help of an electronic device –microphone. Next, the received 

speech is processed in a way similar to human visualization, analysis, and characterization of speech with 

the help of an expert system (neural networks) [6]. The expert system integrates acoustic, phonemic, lexical, 

syntactic, semantic knowledge [4] and recognizes the speech fast, more accurately as compare state of the 

art model [7].   

The expert system in modern era speech interaction based digital assistance is build-up by using either 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [10],[11] or Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [5],[6],[7]. A detailed 

description of the speech recognition process employing an expert system is given in the following text. 

2.1.1 Speech recognition employing convolutional neural network 

Convolutional neural networks are introduced in 1990 and originally used in image processing applications 

[3]. In the year 2012 first time convolutional neural networks are used for speech recognition in a large 

vocabulary continuous speech recognition task [7]. From the year 2012 till today convolutional neural 

networks has achieved many state of the art results in various speech recognition tasks. The detailed 

architecture of the speech recognition model employing convolutional neural networks is illustrated in 

figure 3. 
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Fig 3: Speech recognition model employing CNN 

As illustrated in figure3 the speech recognition model employing convolutional neural networks learns from 

speech spectrograms [3] and performs convolution, nonlinearity, pooling, classification, [6]operation on it 

for recognition purposes. Optionally the model will include batch normalization [8] and dropout operation 

[9] by stacking them with other operations.  

Convolutional operation: The convolution operation on the input spectrogram is performed in the 

convolutional layer. The convolution operation will be either 1-dimensional or 2-dimensional [3]. To 

perform the convolution operation the convolutional layer consists of learnable filters [6]. The size of each 

learnable filter is small so that all the crucial details of the input spectrogram are learned deeply [ 7]. For 

learning the learnable filters strides over the entire input independently and generate output feature maps [3] 

for the filters of the next layer. The number of learnable filters in each convolutional layer and the number 

of convolutional layers in the CNN based speech recognition model will depend on the required recognition 

accuracy [5].  

Non linearity operation: The learned information by filters of the convolutional layer is passed to the next 

layer through the nonlinearity operation. The nonlinearity operation is performed using the activation 

function. Maximum speech recognition model employing CNN uses Rectified Linear unit (Relu) activation 

function to perform nonlinearity operation [6] because this function has more training efficiency as 

compared to other function (for example sigmoid and tanh). Relu takes as input x and returns max(0, x)  as 

an output [15]. 

Pooling operation: The pooling operation is performed on input received through an activation function. 

This operation will merge semantically similar features learned during the convolutional operation [5]. 

While merging the features this operation will keep maximum (max-pooling) [5] or average value (average 

pooling) [6] within each patch. Also, this operation reduces shifts and distortions in the input features by 

reducing the size. The pooling operation is performed in the max-pooling layer (most the CNN speech 

recognition model use max-pooling operation researcher may applying average pooling operation and 

compare the result) of CNN and this operation makes the speech recognition model employing CNN deeper 

[5].  

 

Batch normalization operation: This operation is optional. Normally this operation is included in the 

speech recognition model employing CNN to improve the training of the model. During training of the 

model network parameters are updated and distribution of weight activation changes i.e. internal covariance 

shift[9]. The internal covariance shift makes the training process slow and introduces many constraints on 

parameter initialization to maintain an acceptable learning rate of the model. The batch normalization 

operation solves the problem of low learning rate and careful parameter initialization by introducing two 

trainable parameters ‘gamma’ and ‘beta’[8]. Both the parameters normalize the output from previous layers 

and accelerate the learning rate. 
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Dropout operation: This operation is also optional. The dropout operation is performed in the speech 

recognition model employing convolutional neural networks for regularization [8],[9]. The dropout 

operation forces convolutional neural networks to learn more general representation rather than a more 

specific representation from the input received from the preceding layers [8].   This operation will reduce 

the training time. 

Classification operation: The classification operation is performed at last with the help of a fully connected 

layer and “softmax” function [25]. This operation allows the matching of the output size of the 

convolutional neural network to the desired output size of the speech recognition model as per application 

[11]. Normally in the speech recognition model employing convolutional neural networks fully connected 

layers are placed after the last convolutional layer. The fully connected layer receives the output in the form 

of feature maps or a fatten output of the last max-pooling layer [10]. The classification operation in a fully 

connected layer passes the received information through the “softmax” function in the form of a probability 

representation for the prediction.  

2.1.2 Speech recognition employing recurrent neural network 

Recurrent neural networks are introduced in the year 1997 and used for sequential data processing [10]. 

Recurrent neural networks are the variants of feed forward neural networks containing a feedback loop. The 

feedback loop feedbacks activation to the next layer as well as to the current layer in the next time steps 

[10]. This design of recurrent neural networks enables the employment of recurrent neural networks 

architecture in the number of speech recognition applications for example both the variants of recurrent 

neural networks i.e. Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (BGRU) and Bidirectional Long Short term 

memory (BLSTM) are heavily applied in Google’s “Google now”, Amazon’s “Alexa”, Microsoft’s 

“Cortana” [3],[5] etc. The detailed architecture of the speech recognition model  

employing variants of recurrent neural networks is illustrated in figure 4. 

 

.  

Fig 4: Speech recognition model employing RNN 

As illustrated in figure 4 in large vocabulary continues speech recognition task deep recurrent neural 

networks architecture for recognition purpose is formed by stacking multiple layers of LSTM cells [10] or 

GRU cells[11] together. Each LSTM/GRU cell for recognition purposes scans the input feature vector from 

left to right and computes hidden vector sequence for feedback loop and output vector sequence for the next 

layer [4]. The output vector sequence is passed to the next layer using either of the Relu or sigmoid or 

hyperbolic tangent function [15]. The output of the last LSTM/GRU layer is fattened to 1-dimension shape 

and feed to a fully connected layer for the generation of output word sequence using the ‘softmax’ 

activation function. The speech recognition model employing recurrent neural networks is trained using 

Error Back Propagation Through Time (EBPTT) algorithm [11]. The EBPTT algorithm converts the 

LSTM/GRU cells into a purely feed forward system by folding the network overtime during training. 
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2.2 Material 

Modern era speech recognition models are implemented on advance natural language interface platforms 

(NLIP) [14] for example Tensorflow, Theano [13], etc. The advanced NLIP contains the number of deep 

learning libraries [12] and helps in understanding complex sentence structure. Although the number of 

platforms available for implementing the layers of modern era speech recognition model the unbeatable 

leader preferred by the researcher community is Tensorflow [12].  

Tensorflow is developed by the Google brain team and it is a symbolic math library based on dataflow [19]. 

The Tensorflow library contains multiple high level application program interfaces (API) [12] for 

implementing the speech recognition models by using either variant of neural network i.e. CNN or RNN.  

The Tensorflow APIs are available in multiple programming languages for example Python, Java, C++,[12] 

etc., and the most popular Tensorflow API for implementing layers of speech recognition model is Keras 

[18].  

Keras is a python interface and provides support for implementing CNN or RNN layers as well as other 

supporting layers for example input layer[17], zero padding layer[17] etc. The implementation of CNN or 

RNN layer in Keras along with other supporting layers required for speech recognition is discussed in the 

following text. 

2.2.1 Convolutional layer implementation 

On the Tensorflow platform using Keras interface, learnable filters of the convolutional layer are 

implemented by defining the arguments [20] illustrated in figure 5. The illustrated arguments i.e. the size of 

filter, its striding rate, activation function [21] for passing the information are defined by the developer of 

the model according to the application and required model size. Besides if it is necessary to shift the output 

then a bias is added to the output through use_bias [21] function. The developer will add the bias in the 

output by setting use_bias function as a true value. Moreover, the developer will set the padding in the 

convolutional layer either ‘valid’ or ‘same’[20] according to application requirements. The rest of the 

parameters while implementing convolutional layer are set according to the class definition [21].  The 

implemented learnable filters as per the illustration of figure 5 scan the input spectrogram to produces an 

output tensor for the next max-pooling layer. 

import tensorflow as tf: 

    tf.keras.layers.Conv2d(filter, 

        Kernel_size=# to be define by developer of the model according to application, 

        strides= # to be define by developer of the model according to application, 

        padding=# to be set either "valid" or "same" as per the application, 

        dilation_rate=# set according to stride,         

        activation=# to be select by developer of the model according to application, 

        use_bias=# to be set either "True" or "Flase", 

        kernel_constrains=# set by developer as application specific 

        kernel_initializer="glorot_uniform"(according to class definition), 

        bias_initializer="zeros", 

        kernel_regularizer= None, 

        bias_regularizer= None,         

        bias_constraint= None,) 

Fig.5 Convolutional layer implementation on Tensorflow 

2.2.2 Max-pooling layer implementation 

On the Tensorflow platform using Keras interface, a 2D-max-pooling layer for the reduction in dimension is 

implemented as illustrated in figure 6. While implementing this layer the developer of the model needs to 

define only pooling size. The implemented max-pooling layer will reduce the dimension of input received 

from convolutional layer according to defined pool size as - (((size of input shape)-(pool size) +1)) / stride) 

for valid padding setting [22].   

import tensorflow as tf: 

    tf.keras.layers.Maxpooling2D( 

        pool_size= # to be define by developer of the model, 

        strides=None, 

        padding="valid",) 

Fig6: Max pooling layer implementation on Tensorflow. 
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2.2.3 Batch normalization and Dropout layer implementation 

The optional batch normalization and dropout layer for speeding up the model training are implemented as 

illustrated in figure 7. While implementing batch normalization layer the developer of the model needs to 

define the batch size according to the application. The batch normalization layer will normalize the output 

of each batch by keeping mean of the output close to 0 and standard deviation of the output close to 1. After 

the normalization the layer returns a batch of size (((batch-mean(batch))/(var(batch)+epsilon)* gamma+ 

beta) [23]. 

Moreover while implementing dropout layer the developer of the model needs to define only dropout rate 

[24] according to the application to prevent overfitting of the model during training. The dropout layer will 

drop a fraction of the input unit according to the assign value of argument ‘rate’ in the dropout layer and 

speed up the training process [24]. 

import tensorflow as tf: 

    tf.keras.layers.BatchNormalization( 

        axis= -1, 

        momentum= 0.99, (as per class definition) 

        epsilon=# a constant scaler to be set by developer of the model, 

        center=True, 

        scale= True, 

        beta_initilizer=# initially set as "zero" & learn during the training 

        gamma_initializer =# initially set as "ones" & learn during training 

        moving_mean_initializer="zero", 

        moving_variance_initializer ="ones", 

        beta_constraint= None, 

        gamma_constraint= None, 

        trainable= True, 

        virtual_batch_size= None 

        adjustment= None,) 

    tf.keras.layers.Droupout(  

        rate=# to be define by developer of the model, 

        noise_shape = None, 

        seed= None,)    

Figure 7: Batch normalization and dropout layer implementation in Tensorflow 

2.2.4 Fully connected and soft-max layer implementation 

The final fully connected layer in both the modern era speech recognition model i.e. build-up by employing 

CNN architecture or by employing RNN is implemented as illustrated in figure 8. While implementing this 

layer the developer will define the kernel (by assigning value to arguments- units, activation, use bias) [19] 

in such a way that the fully connected layer provides an output{(output=activation (dot(input, kernel)+bias) 

[18]to “softmax” layer for the generation of output sequence. The “softmax” layer in both the modern era 

speech recognition model is defined as per class definition [16]. 

 

import tensorflow as tf: 

    tf.keras.layers.Dense( 

        units= # to be define by developer of the model, 

        activation = # to be define by developer of the model, 

        use_bias = # to be set either True or false, 

        Kernal_initializer =" glorot_uniform",(as per class definition) 

        bias_initializer = "Zero" 

        kernel_regulizer= None, 

         kernel _constraints= None, 

        bias_constrains= None,) 

    tf.keras.layers.softmax( 

        axis=1,) 

Fig 8: Fully connected layer implementation in Tensorflow 
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2.2.4 Recurrent layer implementation 

On the Tensorflow platform using Keras interface the GRU layer [26] implementation is illustrated in figure 

9.  While implementing GRU cell developer needs to define unit, recurrent_activation, use_bias arguments. 

The rest of the parameters are set according to class definition [26]. While implanting modern era speech 

recognition model using RNN variants there is no need to implement a dropout layer separately. The 

dropout rate will be defined in the class definition. In case developer is building speech recognition model 

by employing LSTM variant [25]of RNN then in layer call definition the LSTM cell is called instead of 

GRU cell. The internal runtime hardware support of Keras will provide a predefined LSTM cell with 

defined arguments of developer. 

import tensorflow as tf:  

tf.keras.layers.GRU(  

        units=# to be define by developer, 

        recuurent_activation=#to bedefine by developer, 

        use_bias=# to be set either "true" or "false" 

        kernel_initializer="glorot_uniform"( according to class definition) 

        recuurent_initilaizer="biderectional",         

        bias_initializer="zeros", 

        kernel_regularizer= None, 

        bias_regularizer= None, 

        kernel_constrains=# set by developer as application specific, 

        bias_constraint= None, 

        dropout=# to be set by developer, 

        recurrent_dropout=# to set by developer, 

        return_seuqence= False, 

        return_state=False, 

        go_backword=True, 

        tateful=False, 

        time_major=False,) 

Fig9: RNN implementation on Tensorflow 

3. CONCLUSION  

 

The presented paper discusses the architecture of the speech recognition model employed in modern era 

speech interaction based digital assistance.  The discussion will help the beginner to understand the basic 

layers employed in the model, organization of the layers inside the model, and performed operations by a 

particular layer.  In addition the presented paper helps the beginner to understand the control provided by 

the leading platform TensorFlow  to them for  implementing the modern era speech recognition model. The 

presented paper provides ease to the beginner for customization of their modern era speech recognition 

model.  The future work in the mention direction will include a discussion of customize layer 

implementation so that the beginners will implement their research ideas along with the exiting layer of 

Tensorflow.  
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